yes, FASHION is all over the place with runways dictating what’s “IN” this season, it’s enough to drive you crazy – that is if you are fashion conscious. And if you aren’t, think about it... Do you really want to wear anything in the name of comfort? I don’t think so! Don’t let the heat make you look dull and dowdy; rather gear up to beat the heat with a bang – up look. When at work it’s not always practical to sport up a happening look but what can be done is - blend the fashion basics with the latest trends.

WHEN AT WORK
It’s not always necessary to succumb to boredom with the same old formal look. Try hunting for shirts with slightly playful sleeves and collars. Cotton fabrics and linen seem to be the best option yet and are easily available. The materials don’t change much for the trousers except try experimenting with shades of neutral colours, be it cotton boot cut pants or ones with a straight fit. And if you really are looking for a change, go for the skirt. Get experimental with different styles, as far as you can maintain the dress code.

ACCESSORIES
Team up your ensemble with scarves, be it with vibrant colours and prints or the wacky animal prints or you can always throw in funky junk jewellery. With a lot to play around it adds more facets to your look. But remember it better be moderate and not overdone. Also help a lot to cut out the monotony of a formal look. Don’t always go for the usual boring size, you can experiment with a little wider belt and go for a very thin sized one. Don’t shy away using bright colours with single coloured attire.

WORK TO PARTY
Don’t be lazy! What’s stopping you to change your looks, just a little shift of accessories and you are done to suite the mood. The scarves can also be used as a sash tied around waist as a belt, with a shirt tucked in. If you already have a belt; it’s best to team it up with a nice flitty brooch onto your shirt. It always helps to carry a brooch, preferably black, white and brown. In case you don’t mind the vibrancy, than go ahead and play with more colours but try and coordinate it with your entire look.

SHOES
Don’t fall prey to the most common fashion faux pas. Try and avoid black with a complete attire of beige, white or pastel shades - instead opt for light neutral colours, the standard cream and brown fits the bill just perfect. Whereas black can be teamed up with dark colours - be it black, grey or brown.

Did you know
Black colour signifies power. Its predominant ruling planet is the Saturn which stands for the strife in life. It should not be worn while going through personal crisis as it will just bring you down further.

Gothic must haves:
Black Nail Polish - whether you’re a boy or a girl a good bottle of black nail polish is a must-have for the aspiring Goth.
Black Boots - search out a pair of boots that you know you’ll wear a lot.
Studs and/or Zippers - if you don’t have anything with studs or zippers, add some onto an old bag or grab a cool, old leather jacket from a thrift store that you can alter.
Silver – Accessories

Atheists by nature, these followers have their own rules and they prefer to remain with people who share their beliefs. Some also strongly believe in black magic.

This trend has expanded to the fashion world. The stereotypical Gothic fashion is generally dark and sometimes even moehed. The typical gothic fashion conscious would be a person who has jet black hair, heavy black eyeliner, dark finger nails (black nail paint), and wears all black clothes. These are accessorised with tons of silver and metallic jewellery (chains, crosses, belts, etc). The style is said to be borrowed from the Elizabethan and Victorian times.

Gothic fashion involves clothes that are in wild hues and use all black to represent the mourning period, or the mourning of a loved one. The Bloody Mary invented this look in England in the 1800’s.
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